
Flashcard Friday List #8: 
Write each TERM (underlined and in bold) on the FRONT of your flashcard and the definition on 
the back. I will give you a ring clip to keep all of your cards together. When they are finished, 

place them in your student portfolio  

           Front of note card         Back of note card 

1 Absolute Dating: a method used to determine the actual age of an object. Scientists use the 
half-life of Uranium 235 or Carbon 14 to determine the number of years an object has existed.   

   
2 Half Life: The length of time it takes for half  
of the atoms in an object to break down into 
another form. Recreate the image to the right: 

      3Geologic Time Scale: A scale that depicts the history  
      of the earth. It is broken down into different categories  
      such as eras, periods and events.  

       

      4 Extinction: The process of a species becoming extinct  
      or no longer existing. There are no living organisms left. 

      5 Catastrophic Events: an event that has a large-scale 
impact on a particular area or organisms living in that area. For example, a volcano eruption or a 
meteor strike that wipes out an entire species living in that area. 

A method used to determine 
the actual age of an object. 
Scientists use the half-life of 
Uranium 235 or Carbon 14 to 
determine the number of 
years an object has existed. 	  
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